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The following programs are combined here and pertain to the Installation of Officers: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Installation Ceremony – Sample Template 

Themes:	  You	  may	  choose	  a	  theme	  or	  use	  a	  theme	  chosen	  by	  the	  incoming	  President,	  use	  a	  theme	  not	  listed	  
here,	  or	  not	  use	  a	  theme	  at	  all.	  Fill	  in	  the	  narrative	  blanks	  with	  your	  chosen	  theme	  for	  each	  officer	  position,	  or	  
leave	  them	  out.	  As	  you	  prepare	  for	  the	  installation	  ceremony,	  gather	  any	  props	  that	  will	  assist	  you	  visually	  
and	  prepare	  the	  installation	  table	  appropriately.	  While	  candles	  may	  be	  desirable,	  please	  make	  sure	  that	  the	  
host	  of	  the	  installation	  ceremony	  does	  not	  object	  to	  open	  flame.	  	  

OfficeF: 
 
ThemeH: 

President Vice-
President/President 
Elect 

Secretary Treasurer Immediate 
Past-president 

Colors (Use 
thread/rainbow/any 
item of that color) 

Violet: 
leadership, 
greatness, 
unselfish 
effort  

Blue: loyalty, truth, 
faithfulness, 
calming 

Red: energy, 
vitality, 
perseverance 

Green: 
prosperity, 
growth 

Yellow: 
sincerity, 
wisdom, 
intellect 

Flowers (can be 
fresh or silk) 
 

Rose: grace, 
elegance, 
beauty 

Iris: faith, wisdom, 
promise, hope 

Sunflower: 
potent loyalty 

Peony: 
prosperity, 
peace 

Zinnia: 
absence, 
goodness 

Keys (any kind on a 
string or piece of 
yarn) 
 

Front door: 
opens the 
“home” of the 
organization 

Master: opens any 
door  

Filing cabinet: 
opens place 
where records 
are kept 

Safe: opens 
place where 
money is kept 

Diary: houses 
the past and 
keeps it 
confidential 

Garden (tools 
themselves or a 
picture of the item) 
 

Scale: keeps 
organization in 
balance 

Spade: dig in to 
help others when 
needed 

Trowel: keep 
up with 
records by 
hand (writing) 

Garden fork: to 
“fork over” 
money and 
track expenses  

Gloves: being  
thoughtful but 
not afraid to 
take them off  

Candy  
 

Milky Way: 
principle star 
in galaxy 

M&M’s: you can be 
any color (officer) 
any time 

Mounds: 
handle 
“mounds” of 
paperwork 

Payday: you 
handle the 
funds 

Three 
Musketeers: all 
for one and 
one for all 

Spices 
 

Allspice: 
compassion, a 
mixture of 
many spices 

Thyme: activity, 
courage 

Rosemary: 
fidelity, 
accuracy, 
exactness 

Ginger: 
flourishing, 
success, 
money 

Clove: dignity, 
protection 

Quilting Bee 
 

Binding: holds 
together, 
keeps straight 

Filling material: 
adds depth and 
warmth  

Needle and 
thread: keeps 
things from 
shifting  

Backing: 
supports the 
quilt  

Quilting 
squares: forms 
the top, 
creates 
pattern  

Beanie Babies 
 

Duck: leads 
charges safely 
and 
deliberately  

Turkey: struts their 
stuff and “fills out” 
when called for 

Blue jay: 
chirping out 
minutes 

Squirrel: 
safekeeping 
valuables 

Frog: keeps 
others hopping 
and from 
croaking 

Cooking 
 

Serving spoon: 
dishes up 
order, blends 
members 
together 

Ladle: fills in when 
needed 

Slotted spoon: 
drains out 
unimportant 
puts in what’s 
needed 

Spatula: flip 
pages of 
checkbook and 
scrapes when 
necessary 

Measuring 
cups: gauges 
contributions 
and supports 
appropriate 
mix 

Lighthouse 
 

Wheel & 
rudder: keeps 
ship on course 

Mainsail: fills in to 
keep ship from 
running aground 

Ship’s log: 
records where 
we’ve been and 
will go 

Lifeboat: 
making sure 
we have what 
we need to 
survive 

Anchor: holds 
steady so as 
not to drift into 
danger 

Monopoly Game 
 

Board and 
dice: to keep 
players moving 
in same 
direction 

Playing pieces: can 
interchange them 
anywhere 

Property cards: 
keep track of 
ownership and 
activity 

Money: handle 
all funds 
appropriately 

Rules: to keep 
all players on 
track and fair 

Construction 
 

Hammer: 
power and 
order 

Blueprint: keep to 
the plan  

Pencil/ruler: 
marking 
progress & 
achievements 

Toolbox: 
safekeeping 
tools for 
builders 

Level: keeps 
us straight  



The	  Officer	  Installation	  Ceremony	  may	  take	  many	  forms,	  depending	  on	  the	  Society/Chapter,	  its	  circumstances	  
and	  its	  leaders.	  The	  typical	  ceremony,	  however,	  should	  include	  introduction	  of	  new	  officers	  to	  the	  members,	  a	  
charge	  or	  challenge	  to	  the	  officers,	  one	  to	  the	  members,	  and	  an	  inspirational	  ending	  which	  could	  include	  a	  
special	  speaking	  presentation	  or	  the	  incoming	  President’s	  expectations	  and	  vision	  for	  the	  coming	  year.	  This	  is	  
a	  good	  time	  to	  highlight	  the	  concepts	  of	  leadership,	  service	  and	  AAMA	  participation	  in	  a	  meaningful	  way,	  and	  
to	  start	  off	  new	  officers	  with	  a	  truly	  significant,	  but	  brief,	  ceremony	  which	  not	  only	  recognizes	  them,	  but	  
challenges	  them	  as	  well.	  	  

Suggested	  outline	  and	  script	  for	  proceedings:	  

1. Introduction	  of	  Master	  of	  Ceremonies/Moderator	  	  
The	  outgoing	  President	  or	  another	  suitable	  person	  may	  be	  asked	  to	  officiate.	  The	  outgoing	  President	  
should	  first	  introduce	  themselves	  or	  the	  individual	  who	  will	  conduct	  the	  ceremony.	  The	  Moderator	  may	  
offer	  a	  prayer	  or	  present	  the	  idea	  of	  the	  theme	  of	  the	  ceremony,	  setting	  the	  tone	  for	  the	  proceedings.	  
	  
The	  theme	  of	  ______________	  has	  been	  chosen	  by	  me/your	  president	  for	  your	  installation	  of	  officers/her	  (or	  
his)	  term.	  Describe	  the	  chosen	  theme	  and	  how	  its	  overall	  meaning	  fits	  into	  the	  role	  of	  officers	  and	  members	  
to	  the	  success	  of	  the	  organization.	  Use	  this	  time	  to	  set	  the	  tone	  for	  the	  installation.	  

2. Recognition	  of	  Retiring	  Officers	  	  
Ask	  retiring	  officers	  to	  come	  to	  the	  front	  of	  the	  room	  to	  stand	  with	  Moderator	  
	  
Moderator:	  Officers,	  your	  contributions	  have	  brought	  us	  to	  where	  we	  stand	  today	  and	  this	  moment	  
becomes	  the	  starting	  point	  from	  where	  your	  new	  officers	  will	  begin	  their	  own	  service.	  We	  recognize	  and	  
thank	  you	  for	  your	  leadership	  and	  sacrifice	  of	  time,	  energy	  and	  skill	  as	  you	  fulfilled	  the	  duties	  of	  your	  
office.	  
	  	  
Immediate	  Past-‐President	  is	  asked	  to	  step	  forward	  	  
	  
Moderator:	  (Immediate	  Past-‐President’s	  name),	  you	  have	  guided	  this	  Society/Chapter	  over	  the	  past	  year.	  
Because	  of	  your	  knowledge	  and	  experience	  you	  will	  be	  an	  important	  part	  of	  the	  success	  of	  the	  newly	  
elected	  officers.	  We	  thank	  you	  for	  your	  dedication.	  As	  a	  sign	  of	  your	  acceptance	  of	  the	  continued,	  but	  
relaxed,	  responsibilities	  of	  Immediate	  Past-‐President,	  would	  you	  please	  remain	  here	  with	  me	  to	  assist	  the	  
new	  officers	  as	  they	  are	  installed?	  May	  also	  be	  asked	  to	  light	  a	  main	  candle	  from	  which	  all	  other	  incoming	  
officer’s	  candles	  will	  be	  lit,	  or	  Moderator	  may	  choose	  to	  have	  them	  be	  seated	  with	  the	  others	  and	  continue	  
installation.	  	  

	  
Moderator’s	  call	  for	  applause	  concludes	  this	  section	  of	  the	  ceremony	  as	  retiring	  officers	  are	  asked	  to	  be	  
seated.	  Offices	  are	  officially	  vacated	  at	  this	  time.	  
	  

3. Introduction	  and	  Installation	  of	  Incoming	  Officers	  
Incoming	  officers	  are	  asked	  to	  come	  forward,	  either	  as	  a	  group	  or	  individually,	  at	  the	  preference	  of	  the	  
Moderator.	  Direct	  them	  where	  they	  should	  stand	  as	  they	  come	  forward.	  	  	  
	  
Office	  of	  Treasurer	  
Moderator:	  Will	  (new	  Treasurer’s	  name)	  please	  come	  forward/stand	  with	  me?	  
	  
(New	  Treasurer’s	  name),	  the	  office	  of	  treasurer	  is	  an	  important	  one,	  for	  you	  must	  accept	  the	  
responsibility	  of	  receiving,	  recording,	  and	  distributing	  funds	  using	  your	  gifts	  of	  organization	  and	  



administration.	  It	  will	  be	  your	  duty	  to	  keep	  an	  accurate	  record	  of	  all	  monies	  paid	  into	  the	  
Society’s/Chapter’s	  treasury	  and	  to	  pay	  all	  bills	  promptly	  so	  that	  the	  Society/Chapter	  maintains	  a	  
reputation	  for	  honesty	  and	  efficiency.	  You	  will,	  at	  all	  times,	  maintain	  the	  confidentiality	  of	  all	  member	  
information,	  and	  be	  prepared	  to	  furnish	  information	  on	  the	  financial	  condition	  of	  the	  Society/Chapter	  as	  
you	  pursue	  the	  virtues	  of	  trustworthiness,	  steadfastness,	  and	  honesty.	  May	  you	  be	  strengthened	  and	  
inspired	  by	  your	  special	  responsibilities.	  Are	  you	  ready	  to	  assume	  the	  duties	  of	  Treasurer?	  	  

Treasurer:	  “I	  am.”	  

Moderator:	  (Name	  of	  Treasurer),	  I	  give	  you	  a	  _________	  (theme	  item)	  to	  represent	  _____________	  (attributes	  of	  
the	  item	  from	  theme	  as	  applied	  to	  Treasurer).	  Congratulations.	  (Lead	  applause.)	  	  
May	  ask	  the	  Treasurer	  to	  light	  a	  candle	  to	  signify	  their	  willingness	  to	  serve,	  or	  may	  ask	  them	  to	  step	  to	  the	  
side	  as	  you	  install	  the	  next	  officer.	  
	  
Office	  of	  Secretary	  
Moderator:	  Will	  (new	  Secretary’s	  name)	  please	  come	  forward/stand	  with	  me?	  
	  
(New	  Secretary’s	  name),	  your	  role	  as	  Secretary	  requires	  that	  you	  use	  your	  gifts	  of	  communication	  and	  
wisdom	  to	  maintain	  accurate	  written	  record	  for	  the	  Society/Chapter.	  You	  will	  take	  minutes	  of	  Executive	  
Board	  meetings	  and	  General	  Assembly/House	  of	  Delegate	  meetings.	  Being	  an	  objective	  guardian	  of	  all	  
actions	  taken,	  your	  role	  is	  to	  communicate	  these	  actions	  to	  members.	  You	  will	  receive	  and	  respond	  to	  all	  
correspondence	  at	  the	  desire	  of	  the	  President.	  The	  pages	  that	  you	  write	  paint	  a	  picture	  of	  the	  history	  of	  
this	  Society/Chapter	  for	  future	  members	  and	  leaders.	  Are	  you	  willing	  to	  assume	  the	  duties	  of	  this	  office?	  

Secretary:	  “I	  am”.	  	  

Moderator:	  (Name	  of	  Secretary),	  I	  give	  you	  a	  _________	  (theme	  item)	  to	  represent	  _____________	  (attributes	  of	  
the	  item	  from	  theme	  as	  applied	  to	  Secretary).	  Congratulations.	  (Lead	  applause.)	  	  
May	  ask	  the	  Secretary	  to	  light	  a	  candle	  to	  signify	  their	  willingness	  to	  serve,	  or	  may	  ask	  them	  to	  step	  to	  the	  
side	  as	  you	  install	  the	  next	  officer.	  

Office	  of	  Vice-‐President/President-‐Elect	  
Moderator:	  Will	  (new	  Vice-‐President/President	  Elect’s	  name)	  please	  come	  forward/stand	  with	  me?	  
	  
(New	  Vice-‐President/President-‐Elect’s	  name),	  your	  role	  is	  to	  represent	  all	  members	  and	  indeed	  all	  
medical	  assistants.	  The	  unique	  nature	  of	  this	  office	  allows	  you	  freedom	  to	  impartially	  weigh	  the	  needs	  of	  
the	  profession,	  and	  to	  propose	  new	  and	  dynamic	  solutions.	  Be	  willing	  to	  reach	  out	  to	  all	  members,	  no	  
matter	  what	  their	  opinions	  and	  perspectives	  might	  be.	  You	  will	  be	  a	  trusted	  and	  valuable	  assistant	  to	  the	  
President	  and	  must	  commit	  to	  the	  highest	  ideals	  of	  the	  profession	  and	  the	  Society/Chapter.	  At	  times,	  you	  
may	  be	  asked	  to	  fill	  in	  for	  any	  office	  that	  has	  a	  temporary	  vacancy.	  Are	  you	  willing	  to	  assume	  the	  duties	  of	  
this	  office?	  

Vice-‐President/President	  Elect:	  “I	  am”.	  	  

Moderator:	  (Name	  of	  Vice-‐President/President	  Elect),	  I	  give	  you	  a	  _________	  (theme	  item)	  to	  represent	  
_____________	  (attributes	  of	  the	  item	  from	  theme	  as	  applied	  to	  Vice-‐President/President	  Elect).	  
Congratulations.	  (Lead	  applause.)	  
May	  ask	  the	  Vice-‐President/President	  Elect	  to	  light	  a	  candle	  to	  signify	  their	  willingness	  to	  serve,	  or	  may	  ask	  
them	  to	  step	  to	  the	  side	  as	  you	  install	  the	  next	  officer.	  



Office	  of	  President	  
Moderator:	  Will	  (new	  President’s	  name)	  please	  come	  forward/stand	  with	  me?	  
	  
(New	  President’s	  name),	  at	  this	  moment	  you	  are	  about	  to	  assume	  the	  office	  of	  President	  of	  the	  
______________________	  (name	  of	  Society/Chapter).	  You	  carry	  on	  the	  dedication	  and	  toll	  of	  all	  the	  presidents	  
who	  have	  served	  before	  you.	  It	  will	  be	  your	  duty	  to	  preside	  at	  all	  meetings,	  fill	  all	  appointive	  offices,	  
appoint	  all	  committee	  heads,	  order	  drafts	  on	  the	  treasury,	  and	  exercise	  general	  supervision	  over	  the	  
Society’s/Chapter’s	  activities.	  You	  lead	  all	  of	  us	  forward	  to	  the	  unknown	  challenges	  and	  new	  horizons	  
waiting	  in	  the	  year	  ahead.	  The	  virtues	  and	  gifts	  of	  all	  the	  other	  officers	  must	  be	  yours,	  and	  in	  abundant	  
measure.	  You	  have	  been	  selected	  from	  among	  your	  peers	  for	  this	  highest	  honor.	  You	  must	  uphold	  the	  
Bylaws	  and	  principles	  of	  the	  Society/Chapter,	  yet	  be	  sensitive	  and	  concerned	  about	  the	  ideas	  and	  feelings	  
of	  all	  members.	  Are	  you	  ready	  to	  assume	  the	  duties	  of	  the	  office	  of	  President?	  	  

President:	  “I	  am”.	  	  

Moderator:	  (Name	  of	  President),	  I	  give	  you	  a	  _________	  (theme	  item)	  to	  represent	  _____________	  (attributes	  of	  
the	  item	  from	  theme	  as	  it	  applies	  to	  President).	  Congratulations.	  (Lead applause.)	  
May	  ask	  the	  Vice-‐President/President	  Elect	  to	  light	  a	  candle	  to	  signify	  their	  willingness	  to	  serve,	  or	  may	  ask	  
them	  to	  step	  to	  the	  side	  as	  you	  complete	  the	  ceremony.	  

4. Charge	  to	  the	  Membership	  
The	  membership	  may	  be	  asked	  to	  support,	  encourage	  and	  provide	  assistance	  when	  needed	  to	  the	  newly	  
elected	  officers.	  You	  may	  use	  a	  theme	  item	  of	  your	  choosing	  to	  represent	  the	  members	  as	  they	  support	  and	  
offer	  assistance	  to	  their	  newly	  elected	  officers,	  or	  you	  may	  choose	  to	  be	  generic	  in	  your	  request.	  	  
	  
Lead	  applause	  for	  the	  incoming	  officers.	  Officers	  (except	  for	  the	  new	  President)	  may	  be	  asked	  to	  be	  seated	  at	  
this	  time.	  	  
	  
Thank	  the	  membership	  for	  allowing	  you	  the	  honor	  of	  installing	  their	  officers	  and	  turn	  the	  program	  over	  to	  
the	  newly	  elected	  President.	  

	  
5. Ceremony	  is	  turned	  over	  to	  the	  newly	  elected	  President	  	  

President	  may	  give	  a	  short	  speech	  of	  his/her	  plans	  and	  hopes	  for	  the	  coming	  year.	  New	  president	  conducts	  
the	  rest	  of	  the	  activities.	  























































Chocolate

Chocolate – it’s so satisfying, and it’s been around for centuries.  In North 
America, the Indians initially used cacao, the bean used in making chocolate; as 
a food and beverage source as well as a medium of exchange.

During the conquest of Mexico, Spanish soldiers discovered cacao and took it 
back to Europe.  By the mid-17th century serving chocolate in England became 
a symbol of hospitality, similar to the serving of tea and coffee.  Chocolate’s 
popularity greatly increased after vanilla and sugar were added to order to take 
away the bitter taste.

Eventually chocolate came to the United States, and in 1765 the first chocolate 
mill was established in North America at Dorchester, Massachusetts.  Today, 
with the countless varieties on the market, chocolate is a booming business.  
And adding to this booming business, is recent reports that chocolate is healthy 
for us!!

Tonight, the officers of the _____________________ will take a step towards health 
and be given candy bars as they are installed.  Just as each candy bar has 
different ingredients, each officer in this _______ GC has specific duties.  
Although each candy bar used tonight is unique, they all share one common 
ingredient – chocolate.  Likewise, even though your _______ GC officers perform 
different tasks, they share one common ingredient - sisterhood.  Will the 
officers please come forward.  (Treasurer first, secretary, etc.)

The TREASURER (Name) of this organization will receive monthly dinner monies, 
pay bills as authorized by the budget, collect monetary donations for 
fundraisers and give monthly financial statements to the _______ GC. At times 
these various monetary duties might seem to be too much.  But do not fear; a 
tasty kind of money is near.  (Pick up candy bar.)  May the “PAY DAY” help you 
with your duties.  Let it assist you in meeting all of your _______ GC’s financial 
obligations.  (Give candy bar to officer.)

The SECRETARY (Name) of this _______ GC will take numerous notes during each 
_______ GC Board and member monthly meeting. These notes are then 
transformed into accurate minutes and become an essential part of this _______ 
GC history.  Sometimes you may feel overwhelmed by your mountain of notes, 
sometimes you won’t.  (Pick up candy bar.)  May this “Mounds” help you rewrite 
your many notes into legible, precise minutes.  Let it give you energy to help 
cut through the paperwork.  (Give the candy bar to the officer.)



You will also do the correspondence of the organization and will be the liaison 
between this club and the public.  As you take care of correspondence, 
remember to represent your group in a fitting manner.  Excellent composition 
requires time and thought.  (Pick up candy bar.)  May the “Symphony” help you 
maintain perfect harmony between your club and the Community.  Let it inspire 
you to keep all of the lines you write in tune.  (Give the candy bar to the officer.)

The PRESIDENT- ELECT (Name) of this organization will be in charge of the 
program committee.  You are also in leadership training and must be ready to 
perform other duties that might be asked of you by your president.  Chairing 
the program committee, you will find that some programs are plain, while 
others are real nutty.  (Pick up packages of candy.)  May these packages of 
“M&M’s” plain and peanut, help you select a variety of programs.  Let them 
assist you in planning successful programs that will interest your entire 
membership.  (Give the packages of candy to the officer.)

The FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT (Name) of this organization will be in charge of the 
membership committee.  You are also the president’s understudy.  In this 
office, you wear two hats-membership and future leader.  In the area of 
membership, you must be able to keep all members, and retain older members.  
As your _______ GC future leader, it is important to learn about this clubs 
policies and procedures.  Your job is like two great flavors combines into one.  
(Pick up package of candy.)  May this package of “Peanut Butter Cups” help you 
tackle all of your future duties.  Let this successful combination lead you to a 
year of success.  (Give the candy bar to the officer.)

The PRESIDENT (Name) of this organization is the _______ GC’s leader.  You will 
preside at all meetings, keep current on club business, follow up on details, and 
represent this club at all times.  You have been given your club’s highest honor, 
and members will follow your leadership.  You are now the principal star in the 
_______ GC’s galaxy.  (Pick up candy bar.)  May this “Milky Way” help you lead 
and shine brightly.  Let it show you the way to guide your club to great heights.  
(Give the candy bar to the officer.)

_______ GC Members, you are also an integral part of this organization.  Like 
your officers, you also have special duties and tasks.  Your jobs might not be as 
prominent, but they are as important.  Just as all of these candy bars have 
chocolate in them, all of you, officers and members alike, share the same club 
goals.  Support one another and work together so that this club will become 
stronger.  (Pick up package of candy bars.)  A popular trio from France had a 
famous saying.  May their slogan, “One for all and all for one,” always be your 
_______ GC’s theme.  (Give each member a “3 Musketeers” Bar.)



OFFICER INSTALLATION “A GAGGLE OF GEESE”
As each flaps his wings, it creates uplift for the bird following. The whole flock adds a 71% 
longer flying range than ifeach bird flew alone.
People who share a common direction and sense of community can get where they are going 
quicker and easier when they travel on the trust on one another.

Will the incoming officers for ___________ please come forward now?

President on my right, and others on my left.
Whenever a goose falls out of formation, it suddenly feels the drag and resistance of trying to fly 
alone, and quickly gets back into formation to take advantage of the lifting power of the bird 
immediately in front. If we have as much sense as a goose, we will stay in formation with those 
who are headed where we want to go.
When the lead goose gets tired, it rotates back into formation and another goose takes over at 
the point position.
It pays to take turn at the hard task and sharing leadership, because people, like geese, are 
dependent on each other.
The geese in the formation honk from behind to encourage those up front to keep up their 
speed.
We need to make sure that our honking from behind is encouraging, supportive, helpful—not 
demanding or discouraging.
First of all, let me pay tribute to the (Club Name). You must know that with your cooperation and 
counseling, success will come to the new officers of your club.
Secondly, let me also honor the outgoing officers by expressing appreciation for your leadership 
you have given to this club. You each now have the responsibility of passing on all you have 
learned to your successors.
When geese get sick or wounded or shot down, two geese drop out of formation and follow it 
down to help protect it.
They stay with the ailing goose until it is either able to fly again or dies. Then they launch out on 
their own, either with another formation or to catch up with their original flock.

To the officers on the left:
Do you promise to perform faithfully all the duties of your respective offices as stated in the 
Bylaws? (We do.)
Do you pledge your support to the president as she carries out the objectives of (Name of club)? 
(We do.)
To the President on the right:
President ___________, you have been elected to serve the ___________ GC as President. 
This club is to be congratulated upon your election. You have been chosen because of your 
ability and your trustworthiness. It will be your responsibility to lead the organization in all its 
endeavors.
President ___________, do you pledge faithful performance of your duties as stated in the 
Bylaws? (I do.)
To the members:
Audience, please rise.
Do you pledge your loyal support to these officers whom you have chosen and will you 
cooperate in making this administration a successful one? (We will.)
Your duties will prove a challenge. Yours is a responsibility of helping, planning, service, and 
fellowship. Your president and other officers come to you with high hopes, but they can do 
nothing without your loyal support and cooperation.



You can go far and accomplish much if you work together.
 
IF WE HAVE AS MUCH SENSE AS THE GEESE, WE’LL STAN D BEHIND EACH OTHER AS THEY DO! 
KEEP HONKING!



GARDEN INSTALLATION OF OFFICERS 
This was written by TOOTIE EBEL, NE#854, Fall City.. 

To create a great garden, there is much time, effort, love and planning involve. April 
is the time to concentrate on cleanup, planning and new starts. To have a successful 
garden, good top soil, fresh seeds, fertilizer and rain. Let’s compare out TOPS 
organization to the soil. It is the starting point, from which many wonderful things 
will flourish. You will make new friends; The TOPS chapters will inspire and 
support you in your weight control plan.   Seeds are available in all shapes, color 
and sizes. We TOPS and KOPS are different also. Most of you wouldn't plant only 1 
kind of flower or vegetable in you garden. Variety is necessary and desirable. 
Encourage member to share their talents. (Pass out seed packages.)   Plants can 
grow with out fertilizer, but will mature much faster and be more successful with its 
use. TOPS offers to us, lesson material, the TOPS NEWS, the monograph, the 
exchange system and field staff to help our chapters flourish. Many of you will be 
recognized for your achievements at local, area and SRD and IRD.   With out water, 
no plant can put down roots and continue to live. A good chapter needs regular 
attendance of all its' members, especially the successful loser, KOPS. They are 
needed to remind us that with a healthy diet and attitude, important goals can be 
achieved. Like water every member in necessary. Like a garden a great TOPS 
chapter takes a great gardener. We need officer's who care and are willing to be 
good gardeners. Part of the reward of gardening is trying something new. During 
the coming year let's give these officers the opportunity to bring fresh ideas to 
meetings. Support changes and encourage their endeavors. 

On behalf of Chapter______., I want to extend grateful appreciation to these officers 
who have completed their term of service. That you very much for your tine and 
attention to the betterment of this chapter during the past 12 months.  (Have officers 
come forward for recognition and charm) 

Lets us each enter into this installation with an appreciation of our own 
responsibility to bring success to our chapter during this new TOPS year. I will now 
present to officers for the coming year. 

Will______________and ____________please come forward? For you, as weight 
recorders, I have a SCALE. Balance the complaints you hear with positive 
suggestions. May you work wisely, showing good judgment and exercising the 
sensitivity necessary in your job. 

Will_____________ please come forward? For you, as treasurer, I give you a 
GARDEN FORK. May your treasury be as full of greens as the garden you tend, for 
you have to fork over some money frequently. 

Will_____________ please come forward? For you, as secretary, I have a TROWEL. 
May you record all chapter business accurately and be constant in keeping notes 
and minutes so that your chapter history will always be available to be remembered. 
If paper work is done in a timely fashion, you won’t need this trowel to dig through 
it. 



Will____________ please come forward? For you, as co-leader I have a SPADE. As 
co-leader you will be available all year to dig in to help your leader and will share 
the successful year of this chapter. 

Will_____________please come forward? For you as leader I have GLOVES.  With 
the variety in personalities of your members, you may be required to handle 
situations with a kid glove touch, but don't be afraid to take off the gloves to protect 
your chapter. 



























Rainbow Installation

Today it is my happy privilege to install the newly elected officers of the 
___________________________.

This installation marks the beginning of a new year, bright with hope, and so I 

have chosen the Rainbow, Symbol of Hope, as the theme for this service.

As every tiny drop of dew on every blade of grass carries within itself the 

hidden glories of the rainbow colors, which burst into beauty when touched by 

the sun’s rays, so does every member of this organization harbor within herself 

the qualities of cooperation and leadership, waiting to be touched into radiance 

by the sun of service.

These new officers that you have chosen for your leaders now are being 

given the opportunity for this service and the radiance that shines upon them 

shall touch every member with its magic and the organization will be a living, 

growing force because of their leadership and because of the cooperation of all 

the members.

Will the retiring officers and committee chairmen please stand so we may 

recognize them and their fine work during the past year.

As the sun sets at the close of day in all its splendor and the sun’s rays 

reach out above the horizon before carrying its brightness into a new day, so 

each of you has fulfilled your duties and obligations.

You are now ready to assist with vision, guidance and understanding of 

our organization’s ideals and objectives in the beginning of another day.

Under your leadership you have demonstrated the many achievements 

that can be accomplished by active participation and cooperation, but most of 

all by faith in our organization.

May the warmth and brightness of the rays you have left serve to inspire 

those who will now be entrusted with the serious responsibility of serving our 

organization to measure up to the standards you have set.

Thank you for all your work!  Please be seated.



Will the new officers please come forward.

Treasurer_______________________________________

Secretary_______________________________________

Vice President___________________________

President_________________________________

(Treasurer)
__________________________________ as Treasurer, your Rainbow color is 
Green for Prosperity and Successful Growth.  The keeping of funds is a vital 
part of democratic group for each member has an equal interest in those 
funds and a right to know her interest is safeguarded.

Your records should be clear and your books kept so that at any time, 

any information regarding finances may be readily available.  We have complete 

confidence in your ability to fulfill this obligation.

Do you accept these responsibilities?

(Secretary)

_______________________________as Corresponding/Recording your 

Rainbow colors are Orange, indicative of Tolerance, Tact, and Friendliness and 

Blue for Loyalty, Truth and Wisdom.

As Corresponding Secretary, by prompt and courteous treatment of all 

correspondence committed to your care, those you come within its contact will 

receive a fitting impression of your organization.  And as Recording Secretary, it 

is your duty to record the proceedings of the meetings.  Clear accurate 

statements of fact, not opinions, are essential.  Well written minutes, well read, 

will merit the attention and interest of the members.

We know you will be faithful in the performance of these duties.

Do you accept these responsibilities?



 (Vice-President)

__________________________________ as Vice President, your Rainbow 

colors are Red for Vigilance and Alertness and and Yellow for Unity, Patience 

and Responsibility.

You are the understudy for the President.  In her absence it will be your 

duty to preside in her place.  Your efforts will harmonize with others as you 

work faithfully to carry out the aims and objectives of this organization.  Your 

president will assign you special duties as well as those outlines in your by-

laws.

Do you accept these responsibilities?

(President)

______________________________________, as President, you Rainbow color 

is Purple, indicative of Leadership, Administration, Thoughtfulness and Love.

You have been chosen as the leader of your organization for the coming 

year.  The Office of President is not one of honor alone – its responsibilities are 

great and its duties are many.  There will come times of discouragement, times 

of unrest, times of doubt as to direction…………

But the Executive Ability you possess, together with the Loyalty of your 

members will dispel every cloud and bring you to a successful solution of all 

your problems.

It is necessary that you preside impartially, that you merit the respect of 

every member.  Not what you say, but what you do will speak loudest for you 

this year.

We recognize your Courage, Vision, Determination and Executive Ability 

as you prepare for the new year.



Do you accept the responsibility as President?

Members - may your colors glow the brighter in reflection of the efforts 

of every loyal member in service and mutual helpfulness by the use of all the 

excellent qualities of Valor, Patience, Adventure, Confidence, Loyalty, Tolerance 

and Love.

No matter how small or how large the individual contribution, each droplet 

adds its Rainbow color, to increase the span of the Arch.

Each lovely color is necessary for the completeness of the Rainbow, and 

so each of you is needed to complete the Masterpiece you will all assist in 

creating by your combined efforts during the coming year.

The Pot of Gold at the end of the Rainbow and the Reward of every 

member of the organization is the knowledge of True Service, willingly given.

Members – I present to you – your very own sparkling Rainbow to guide 

and inspire your activities for the new year.  Your very own Rainbow of officers 

for coming year – duly installed.



Recipe for Success

Insert names of people in places where you see positions. 

Knowing your collaboration with the culinary arts program and my love of 
baking, I have prepared this installation just for you. [Write appropriate 
opening paragraph for the officers to be installed.]

We are all familiar with recipes. When following a good recipe it yields a 
desired and enjoyable product. I would like to share with you a recipe for 
life, but it applies as well to a successful ___________ club. 

Ingredients: 

 1 cup of good thoughts 

 l cup of kind deeds 

 1 cup of consideration for others 

 3 cups of forgiveness 

 2 cups of well beaten thoughts 

Instructions: Mix these thoroughly and add tears of joy and sorrow as well as 
sympathy for others. Flavor with little gifts of love and kindly service. Fold in 
4 cups of prayer and faith to lighten other ingredients and raise the texture 
to great heights. After pouring all of this into your daily life, bake well with 
the heat of human kindness. Serve with a smile.

Would the following leadership team for (Year) of (insert name of club) 
please join me at the front and stand in the order which you are called:

 President 

 First Vice President 

 Second Vice President 

 Secretary 

 Treasurer 

 Immediate Past President 

Consider the following meaning of the letters in the word “recipes” for your 
leadership team: 



R - President insert name of president, the “R” stands for responsibility. It is 
your responsibility to lead the club, prepare written agendas, preside with 
joy, oversee the proper functioning of club committees, and share pertinent 
information from district and international with officers and committee 
chairs as soon as possible. It is further your responsibility to support club 
officers and committee chairs, know and respect members’ likes/dislikes/
qualifications/and abilities, and be a good delegator to empower the 
members in your club. 

E - Vice President(s) insert name(s) of vice president(s) , the “E” stands for 
enthusiasm. It is important that you be enthusiastic about whatever the 
president assigns to you. You are her/his right and left arms. Enthusiasm 
about our ___________ heritage and fulfilling the dream of Mamie L. Bass is 
also necessary if you are to keep your club focused on our unique and 
valued identity as ___________ns. 

C - Secretary insert name of secretary, the “C” stands for clear and concise. 
The permanent records you are creating for your club must be clear and 
concise so they can be printed and distributed to the membership. Concise 
minutes will be read and will be a valuable tool for effective communication, 
planning, and implementation of those plans. 

I - Treasurer insert name of treasurer, the “I” stands for integrity. The 
finances of the entire club are in your charge and members must know and 
trust you for your integrity with their money and the money this community 
has invested in your club’s service. With integrity you will make timely 
payments of bills and forward district and international dues immediately for 
new members so that they will receive mailings and feel a part of ___________ 
as soon as possible. 

P - Director(s) insert name(s) of Director(s), the “P” stands for participation. 
It is imperative that you participate positively and proactively in all club 
functions paving the way for positive and accepting attitudes among all 
members. Participate in planning sessions and be prepared to assume 
greater levels of responsibility for the best interest of your club, its 
members, and your community. 

E - Immediate Past President insert name of immediate past president, the 
“E” stands for experience. It is important that you enlighten the rest of the 
leadership team with your experience and perspective on matters that come 
before them. All too frequently local ___________ clubs recreate the wheel, 
fall in the same traps, and waste valuable time when the presidency 
transitions from one individual to another. One third of our motto is 



efficiency, another “E” word. By sharing your experience freely, you can 
enhance efficiency and club success. 

S - Members, the letter “S” is for you and it stands for support. Support your 
leadership team with your attendance, your willingness to serve, your 
sensitivity to each other, your contribution of positive ideas, your active 
listening, your cooperation, and your assistance in every way possible. With 
an attitude of support for the leadership team you have elected, your club 
will continue to grow and prosper fulfilling the dream of Mamie L. Bass that 
we be a “builder of women.” 

In the spirit of ___________, I have used a favorite recipe to prepare an 
installation gift for each member of your new leadership team. May this little 
reward and acknowledgment give each of you a boost of energy to begin 
your new ___________ year. 

Will the retiring officers and committee chairman of __________________GC 
please stand.  On behalf of the________________GC and The ____________ Garden 
Club of NC, “Thank You” for a job well done.  The fact that ____________GC has 
made progress this year is largely due to your efforts, working both as 
individuals and as a group.  You have expressed your faith in the garden club 
by deeds, knowing full well that it cannot be expressed in - or by - words 
alone.  You have made _______GC more interesting for the members;  I’m sure 
you have learned a lot in the process.  Thank You again.       You may be seated.

Will the new officers please come forward and stand to my left in the following 
order...Treasurer, followed by the the corresponding secretary recording, 
secretary, the second vice president, the first vice president, the president elect 
and the president.

Joyce Kilmer wrote a poem which so elequently describes  ___________ (Name of 
President)________ theme for the year.  (Theme)_____________________

I think that I shall never see a poem lovely as a tree.
A tree who may in summer wear
a nest of robins in her hair.
Upon whose bosom snow has lain
who intermittingly lives in rain.
Poems are made by fools like me.
But only God can make a tree.

You, the new officers, have been chosen to assume leadership in the 
________________GC



local organization.  In electing you to these offices, the members have indicated 
their belief that you possess the necessary qualities of loyalty, endeavor, and 
vision to rise to these responsibilities.  The success or failure of your federation 
depends upon how you bear these responsibilities in the coming year.  These 
responsibilities are like trees for you.  Many branches or opportunities can be 
opened to you and the members of this organization, depending on how wide 
you spread your branches and how deeply you plant your roots. Use the symbol 
of the tree to help branch into the future for (YEAR).

Will the treasurer please come forward. _____________________________As 
treasurer of ____________________GC you are the financial representative of your 
organization.  Into your hands will be entrusted all monetary matters.  Through 
sound business procedures, you must safeguard all funds, dispensing them 
only at times and in such a manner as your organization instructs.  
Furthermore, the organization’s finances must be replenished through worth-
while activities and it is your duty to call attention to the need for funds, thus 
inspiring members to new efforts.  Do you accept this office? -----To you I give 
the tree of integrity.  Congratulations.

___________________As corresponding secretary of ______________________GC you 
are the unseen messenger of the organization who, through the written word, 
becomes the contact person with other organizations as well as the state and 
national federations.  Do you accept this office?--------I give to you the tree 
of graciousness, for through your prompt and gracious handling of all 
correspondence, those persons to whom you write will receive impressions 
worthy of the high esteem in which _______________GC is held.  Congratulations.

__________________________As recording secretary of ___________________GC we 
rely on you to keep an accurate record of the business, the achievements and 
the activities of the organization during the coming year.  What you write will 
serve as reference and history for your organization in the future.  Do you 
accept this office?--------I give to you the tree of accuracy.  Inscribe not only 
the routine transactions but also the brighter features of activity for those who 
follow.  This is no small task and must be delegated to one who is dependable 
at all times.

______________________as 2nd vice president you are responsible for lighting the 
path of readiness and to harmonize your efforts with that of your president.  
Give of your experience.  You will need to familiarize yourself with all phases of 
the state and national federations as you concentrate on membership and lead 
the organization to growth.  Do you accept this office?-----To you I give the 
tree of wisdom to guide this organization to even greater heights.  
Congratulations.



___________________as 1st vice president, it is your duty to work faithfully with 
your president to give of your knowledge and assistance throughout the year to 
carry out the high aims and ideals of _____________________GC.  You will 
perform the duties of the president in her absence; serve a s program chair to 
implement and further projects and activities in the current year and serve in 
any capacity as assigned by the president.  Do you accept this office?-------To 
you I give tree of cooperation.  Cooperate with your president, harmonize your 
efforts with hers to make this  year a memorable and fruitful one for 
_____________________GC.  Congratulations.

__________________________as president elect of ______________________GC it is 
your responsibility to plan, to the best of your ability, for your coming year of 
leadership.  You must harmonize your efforts with your president and get to 
know the strengths of your members.  Your motto should be Plan your work 
and work your plan.  Do you accept this office?-------To you I give the tree of 
harmony.  Harmonize your efforts with your president’s to make this year a 
memorable and fruitful one for ________________GC.  Congratulations.

___________________________as president of _________________GC you have been 
given the highest honor your organization can bestow on any member.  It is 
your responsibility to understand the aims and objectives of our federation and 
to help us to interpret these aims and objectives through 
_______________________GC.  You will be the voice of the organization in national 
and state activities.  You are the representative of business and professional 
women in community affairs.  It will be your interest and devotion to __________   
____________GC that will encourage and stimulate the members.  To reach the 
full measure of success this year, your organization will require a great deal of 
your time, which we know you will give of freely.  Do you accept this 
office?---------I give to you the tree of leadership and urge you throughout 
your worthy work this year, to strive to keep your organization’s character 
warm and light with life.  Congratulations.

Before you stand your elected officers.  May they, by their thoughts, words and 
deeds, demonstrate a concern for the welfare of the working women 
everywhere, and may their fine leadership bring to this local organization an 
enviable record of achievement.  With pride in the past and faith in the future, I 
do now declare you duly installed to serve for the ___________year.

__________________________, immediate past president of _______________GC, 
please come forward.  The hearts of the members of ______________________GC 
have been with you all year.  They have watched you grow personally and 
professionally and I know they join me in thanking you for your dedicated and 
outstanding service.



____________, we now watch as you pass to your successor the symbols of your 
illustrious office.















 
 Installation of Officers  

Sea Shells Theme  
 
The ocean is filled with many wonders. Among these wonders are found beautiful and 
useful sea animals – their homes are known to us as sea shells.  
There are lessons to be learned from our ocean friends and today I’d like to present a gift 
form the sea to each one of you to remind you of the office that you are to hold next year.  
 
To you Madame PRESIDENT I present the CONCH. In the olden days this shell was often 
used a as a trumpet perhaps to herald the beginning of a meeting or to give notice of a 
gathering. Appropriately enough one kind of conch is known as the queen conch - for its 
qualities set it apart from others. May you, Madame President, let this shell remind you that 
we have elected you because of your leadership qualities.  
 
To the FIRST VICE PRESIDENT I give the CLAM. Clams live in the midst of many coral 
animals and at times with sea plants and animals actually living on the clams’ shell. You will 
be in charge of the membership committee and like the clam you will help others to thrive 
as they join your group and you, too, will gain by having many members around you.  
 
To the SECOND VICE PRESIDENT I give the OYSTER SHELL. Oysters are known to grow 
slowly and to ad to their shells each year. And best of all they are known for the beautiful 
pears they produce. You will grow and add to your wisdom as you do you job. And like the 
oyster you will through your position as program chairman present us with pearls.  
 
To the THIRD VICE PRESIDENT I present the CONE SHELL. These shells are the favorite of 
many collectors and are considered some of the most highly valued shells in the world. As 
you prepare the yearbook for this organization may the shell remind you that you are of 
great value to us and may this thought encourage you in this position.  
 
To you, the RECORDING SECRETARY I present a SCALLOP. This type of shell fish travels by 
a kind of jet propulsion. After the shell opens and closes a jet of escaping water pushes the 
scallop forward. As you record the minutes you will perform quickly and efficiently. May this 
shell remind you of your responsibilities.  
 
To the TREASURER I present the QUAHOG. Many years ago Indians used this shell animal for 
two purposes….for food and as money. My you be reminded to be useful to your 
organization and may the quahog especially remind you to be cautious as you handle the 
finances.  
 
To the PARLIAMENTARIAN I present the COWRIE. The lovely shell is unusual in that it is as 
smooth on the outside as it is in the inside. Because these shells were considered valuable 
they were used as a trade item by fur traders long ago. May this shell remind you that 
because of your role in this organization you are valuable to us all. Like the sea shells that 
all of you hold, you, too, are only a part of a complete picture of our club. May each one of 
you do your part and may the rest of us do our part so that we can function effectively, 
harmoniously and joyfully as do our friends from the sea!  
 
 
 



Supplement for Miscellaneous Officers:  
 
PRESIDENT ELECT (Practices with the President, attends meetings, serves as delegate)  

To our PRESIDENT ELECT I present the CONE SHELL. These shells are the favorite of 
many collectors and are considered to be some of the most highly valued shells in 
the world. As you participate with the president and serve as delegate, may you be 
ever mindful of your position in our organization and know also that we value you as 
you will surely value this gift from the sea.  

SECOND VICE PRESIDENT (Chairman of social committee)  
To the SECOND VICE PRESIDENT I give the ANGEL WINGS. This particular sea animal 
lives in colonies. While the shells are delicate and look terribly fragile, some of these 
creatures can burrow into wood or rock. As the chairman of the social committee 
you shall deal with may people and although some tasks will seem difficult may these 
angel wings remind you of the capability with which you will approach these tasks.  

CORRESPONDING SECRETARY  
To you, the CORRESPONDING SECRETARY, I present the COCKLE SHELL. These shells, 
when placed facing one another, resemble a heart; therefore they are also called 
heart shells. May you remember this shell when you correspond with others as you 
represent the organization and may you always have your heart in your job.  

PUBLICITY CHAIR  
To the PUBLICITY CHAIR I give the SNAIL. This sea animal is known for its keen ability 
to distinguish different flavors. May this lovely shell help you to keenly seek out the 
necessary publicity that our group needs to maintain our standing in the community.  

HISTORIAN  
To our HISTORIAN I hand the CHAMBERED NAUTILUS. This sea animal lives at the 
center of this spiral shell and as it grows larger it leaves one chamber and moves on 
to a larger one. As our historian may you keep accurate records of our history for 
the benefit of our club all the while growing and moving forward.  

 







Installation of Officers 
officer INSTALLATION “YARDSTICK” 

 
1 Yardstick needed for each officer to be installed—Free yardsticks are usually available at any home 
improvement store—Home Depot, Lowes, Southerlands, or local lumber yard. Try to get bright colored ones if 
possible. 
1 Can of Playdough – any color, molded around your fist into a round cap 
 
Prepare a brief statement about the duties of each office. 
Script: 
Will the 20xx–20xx Officers for __________________________________ Garden Club come forward? 
_________________________________, As incoming President of __________________________ GC, 
your responsibility is to guide and lead this unit to the best of your ability. (Then use your brief statement 
of the office. Hand the President a yardstick.) Now try to make your yard stick stand alone in front of you. 
You have found that is impossible to do. You will need help in fulfilling your duties. 
______________________________, As incoming 1st Vice-President of ______________________ GC, 
your responsibility is to fulfill the duties of this office to the best of your ability. (Then use your brief 
statement of the office. 
Hand the 1st Vice-President a yardstick.) Placing one end together with the other ends on the floor, now 
try to make your yardstick and the President’s yardstick stand up together. 
As you see, that is impossible to do, so you both will need help to fulfill your duties. 
_______________________________, As incoming 2nd Vice-President of ____________________ GC, 
your responsibility is to work with all the officers to the beset of your ability and to perform your duties to 
the best of your 
ability. (Then use your brief statement of the office. Hand the 2nd Vice-President a yardstick.) Will you try 
to make your yardstick stand along with the other two officers as you place one end together and the 
other end on the floor? 
You have found that is impossible to do. You will need more help to fulfill your duties. 
____________________________________, As incoming Secretary of ______________________GC, 
your responsibility is to perform the duties of your office to the best of your ability. (Then use your brief 
statement of the 
office. Hand the Secretary a yardstick.) Please try to make your yardstick stand up with all the others by 
placing one end on the floor and one end together. 
That is impossible to do, so you will all need more help. 
____________________________________, As incoming Treasurer of ______________________ GC, 
your duty is to fulfill the duties of your office to the best of your ability. (Then use your brief statement of 
the office. Hand 
the Treasurer a yardstick.) Will you please try to stand up your yardstick along with all the other 
yardsticks with one end together and the other end on the floor? 
It is impossible to do. Let’s add one more officer. 
____________________________________, As Past President of _____________________ GC, your 
duties are to provide guidance and expertise to the new officers as they strive to fulfill their duties. (Hand 
the Past President a yardstick.) Now will you, along with all the other officers, place your yardsticks 
standing with one end on the floor and all hold the other ends together making a tee-pee like structure. 
Don’t turn loose yet. As you can see, we 
all need one other object to hold this group together. 
 
(Then the installer takes the pliable Playdough already made into a round cap and places the cap over 
the top of all the yardsticks and that will hold the yardsticks into the tee-pee structure. It should be 
standing.) The Playdough cap represents the members of this Garden Club. With each officer working 
together along with the members, this club will be a strong, productive organization for 20xx–20xx. 
 
This will really work, but the installer needs to practice this before the installation. (May need some other 
hands helping to hold the yardsticks while practicing placing the Playdough on the top.) 
Also, the script wording can be changed up as needed but needs to follow the instructions to make the 
teepee structure work. 
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